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ABSTRACT 
Let X be a compact metric space. For Y E X let pr denote the point measure in x. i.e. p,(B) = 1 if 
x E B and pX(B) = 0 else for each Bore1 set B C X. For each sequence x = (x,,),,~N consider the 
Bore1 measures pLx ,V = $ c,“=, pm. Let the weak topology on the space of all Bore1 probability 
measures be induced by the metric d. Call two sequences x and x’ equivalent (x N x’) if 
hm,v-, d(lLx.N, px,,~) = 0. Let furthermore Y be another compact metric space. Consider se- 
quences f = (fn)nt~ of maps fn : X + Y and the induced sequences f(x) = (j;l(.~~))~~~. Theobject 
of this paper is to characterize all f such that x N x’ always implies f(x) N f(x’). The topic is closely 
related to more elementary questions on Cesaro means. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In the theory of distribution of sequences x = (x,), E N, where N = { 1,2, . , .} is 
the set of positive integers, one of the most natural questions, in a rather gen- 
erous but vague setting, is: How do transformations of sequences affect the 
distribution behaviour? 
Up to now results on problems of the following type are known: Which se- 
quences (fn)n E N (of maps fn of some special type in some special context) 
transfer each sequence x which is uniformly distributed w.r.t. a given measure X 
to a sequence (fn(xn))n E N which is uniformly distributed to a given measure ,LL? 
The following three types of conditions play an important role: 
(1) The fn are measure preserving. 
(2) The fn are (in some sense) Jordan measurable (Riemann integrable) 
which means that they have to satisfy certain continuity properties. 
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(3) The sequence of thef, is almost constant in a sense which will be made 
precise below. 
The first condition is very well investigated, in particular, from a slightly dif- 
ferent point of view, in Ergodic Theory. It involves the given measures X and p 
in the most explicit way and its role in our context is obvious. Results using 
condition (1) in our context are contained for instance in [Bo], [P-S-St], [T-W] 
and [W 11. To make the role of conditions (2) and (3) more clear it is desirable to 
find a point of view which is independent of special measures. Furthermore 
condition (2) (cf. [Bo], [P-S-St] and [T-W]) is then expected to be purely topo- 
logical. Note that the notion of Riemann integrability (Jordan measurability) 
involves zero-sets w.r.t. a given measure. Results illustrating condition (3) can 
be found in [He], [L], [L-Ri 11, [L-RI 21, [Rau], [Ri 11, [Ri 21, [Ri 31, [Ri 41, [W l] 
and [W 21. Even condition (3) gets a very natural form if the context is appro- 
priate. An approach doing this job is the object of this paper. But first recall 
some notions. 
Let X be a compact metric space. Note that, by compactness, each metric for 
the topology on X is unique up to uniformity. Hence statements involving uni- 
form convergence or uniform continuity which are formulated by means of any 
fixed metric are in fact of purely topological character. For x E X let CL, denote 
the Dirac measure with P.~( B) = 1 if x E B and pr(B) = 0 else for each Bore1 set 
B g X. If I C N is a nonempty finite set define 
Hence to each sequence x = (x,),~N and every N E N we can associate the 
Bore1 measure 
/%v = Px.{l.. .N}. 
The weak topology on the space of all Bore1 probability measures is compact 
and is induced by a metric for which the same remarks concerning uniformity 
hold as for the metric on X. Such a metric can be defined by 
if the gl : X + [0, 11, 1 E N, are a convergence determining system of continuous 
functions. Such countable systems exist since Xis a compact metric space. (For 
the general theory cf. [K-N], [HI l] or [D-T].) Since there is no danger of con- 
fusion the same symbol d will denote (pseudo-) metrics on different spaces. 
Furthermore it is no restriction to assume that all metrics are bounded by 1. 
Note that d(pnrvn) + 0 if and only if lim n-M(Sgrd~n - Sg[&) = 0 for all 
I E N. Call two sequences x = (x,),~N and x’ = (x;),,~N on X equivalent 
(x N x’) if lirnNAM d(pUx,N, p,!,~) = 0. Note that for sequences x = (x,),~N and 
x’ = (x;)~~N d(xnr XL) -+ 0 implies x N x’ but that the converse is not true. 
Let now Y be another compact metric space. Consider sequences 
x = (x,)~~N on X, sequences f = (fn)nE~ of mapsf, : X + Y and the induced 
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sequences f(x) = (h(&>)n~N- The object of this paper is to characterize all f 
such that x - x’ always implies f(x) - f(x’). We call such f distribution pre- 
serving (d.p.). It turns out that a characterization of d.p. f is possible without 
any condition of type (1). Thus the role of conditions (2) and (3) becomes more 
transparent han it did in [W l] where special measures on finite sets were fixed. 
Note that in case of finite sets continuity conditions as (2) are trivially fulfilled 
and therefore condition (3) remains the only essential one. 
The characterization of all f which are d.p. is the content of the theorem. It is 
stated in Section 2 which is also devoted to the definition of the notions used in 
the theorem and to the formulation of related problems which ought to be 
treated in the future. The proof of the theorem splits into several emmas. Some 
of them might be of some interest themselves. Section 3 contains only one 
lemma, saying that if f is d.p. then it is almost equicontinuous. Roughly spoken 
this means that, with a small set of exceptional n, the fn must have certain 
continuity properties. In Section 4 we prove in several lemmas that further- 
more every d.p. f has to be what is called almost constant modulo constant 
maps. This, again in a heuristic formulation, means that for rather long blocks 
of succeeding n either allf, do not differ much from constant mappings or do 
not differ much from each other. Section 5 presents auxiliary results about the 
interplay of Cesaro means and certain partitions of the set N of positive in- 
tegers into blocks of succeeding IE. The results there might be of some interest 
for themselves. They are closely related to essential index sequences which have 
been treated in [He] and [L-R1 11. Another similar topic is treated in [Bl-O] 
where permutations of sequences preserving Cesaro means and distributions of 
sequences are studied. The concluding Section 6 uses the lemmas of Section 5 
to show that the conditions in the theorem are also sufficient: If f is almost 
equicontinuous and almost constant modulo constant maps then f is d.p. 
2. PRESENTATION OF THE THEOREM AND SOME USEFUL NOTIONS 
First of all we fix several notations: For a set T s N consider the numbers 
densni(T) = $#{n 5 N 1 n E T}. Its upper limit is called upper density of T, 
dens( r) = lim sup densN( T). 
N--cc 
Similarly 
&(T) = lim+izf densN( T) 
is called lower density of T. In case of coincidence the common value 
dens(T) = dens(T) = a(T) = l& densN( T) 
is called the density of T. 
For our purposes the continuity condition (2) of the introduction can be ex- 
actified in a rather simple form. In any metric space let B(x, r) denote the open 
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ball with center x and radius r, i.e. the set of all x’ with d(x, x’) < Y. Call a mapf 
between metric spaces (6, &)-continuous, 6, E > 0, iff(B(x, 6)) & B(f(x), E) for 
all x. For the sequence f = (fn)nc~ consider the set T(f, S, E) 2 N of all n such 
thatf, is not (6, &)-continuous. We call f almost equicontinuous if for all E > 0 
there is a S > 0 such that dens( T(f, S, E)) < E. 
To define condition (3) of the introduction precisely we have to work a little 
bit. Consider sequences a = (uk)k E N of ascending integers 
0 = a0 < al < a2 < . . . 
or, equivalently, partitions I = I(a) = (Zk)kE~ of the set N of positive integers 
into blocks IX_ = {n E N 1 a& 1 < n 5 ak}. We say that I is a short partition if 
limk,, #Zk/ak = 0, i.e. limk,, ak/ak_ 1 = 1. 
For us sequences f and partitions I with the following property play an im- 
portant role: If I & N we say that f is compatible with Z (f N I) mod C (modulo 
constant maps, C denotes the set of constant mappings) if either allf,,n E I, 
are constant maps or allf,, n E Z, coincide. If f N zk for all k E N we say that f is 
compatible with the partition I (f - I) modulo C. Furthermore we fix the metric 
on the space Yx of all mappings f : X ---f Y. On the space of all sequences 
f = (&)nEN of such mappingsf, : X + Y we get the pseudometric 
A sequence f = (f ) ,, n EN is called almost constant modulo C (modulo constant 
mappings) if for every short partition I = (&)k E N there is a sequence f’ N I mod 
C with d(f, f’) = 0. 
If one likes one can consider almost equicontinuity and almost Constance to 
be two analogue properties of mappings F : X x N + Y, (x, n) Ham, the first 
one expressing regularity in x, the second one in n. 
Now we are ready to present he main result of this paper. 
Theorem. A sequence f of maps fn : X + Y is d.p. if and only ifit is almost equi- 
continuous and almost constunt module C. 
Proof. The necessity of the conditions is the content of Lemma 1 and Lemma 5. 
By Lemma 15 the conditions are also sufficient. 0 
The following related questions or problems are left open by our theorem and 
should be the object of further investigations: 
(1) If p is a fixed measure on X then the set of sequences which are uniformly 
distributed w.r.t. p equals the equivalence class of p w.r.t. N. It cbnsists exactly 
of those x with P,,N + p for N -+ 00. Are there mathematical objects (gen- 
eralized measures?) naturally associated to any equivalence class of sequences 
such that the way p is associated to the class of uniformly distributed sequences 
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w.r.t. p is a special case? (Equivalence classes of sequences of measures would 
be rather trivial but, as it seems, not very satisfactory objects of this type.) 
(2) Given x. Characterize those f which are d.p. w.r.t. x, i.e. those f such that 
x’ - x implies f(x) N f(x’) for all x’. 
(3) Given x and f d.p. w.r.t. x. Describe the distribution behaviour of f(x) in 
a nontrivial way, according to the solution of the first problem. 
(4) Given sequences x on X and y on Y. Characterize those f which are 
(x, y)-d.p., i.e. those f such that x’ - x implies f (x’) N y for all x’. This would be 
a generalization of the result in [W l] into two directions: X compact metric 
instead of finite, x an arbitrary sequence instead of uniformly distributed w.r.t. 
a certain measure. 
3. DISTRIBUTION PRESERVING f ARE ALMOST EQUICONTINUOUS 
This section contains only one lemma. 
Lemma 1. d.p. sequences f are almost equicontinuow 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that f is not almost equicontinuous. Then 
there is some E > 0 such that for all 6 > 0 the set T(f, S, E) of all n E N such that 
there are x,x’ E X with d(x,x’) < S but d(fn(x),fn(x’)) 2 E satisfies 
dens( T(f, E, 6)) 2 E. 
Consider the sets TI = T(f, &,+) for all I E N. By assumption dens( Tl) > E 
and there are sequences x(‘) = (x~“)~~N and x’(I) = (x,?)~~~ with the following 
property: If n $ TI then .uk” = x,?. If n E T/ then d(xi”,x,$“) < f and 
d(fn(x:“),fn($‘)) L E. 
We can choose a sequence 
0 = N,, < Ni < N2 < . . . 
of integers such that limr_K N,/Nl_ 1 = 00 and densN,( T[) > E - j. Define 
T’ := lJ (TI n (NI- ,,N/]), 
/EN 
implying dens( T’) > E. Fix x = (x,), E N with x, = xt’ for Nj _ 1 < n <_ N/. 
Since Y is compact there exist finitely many yj E Y,j = 1, . . . , s, such that the 
union of the open balls B(y,, c/4) is the whole set Y. For at least one of them, let 
us denote it by yo, the set 
T = {n E T’ I f(x,) E B(Yo, ~/4)] 
has positive upper density dens(T) = n > 0. Now define the sequence 
x’=(x~),~~ by xL=xn if n$T and x:=x:‘) if n~Tfl(Nl_,,N,]. 
d(xn, x;) -+ 0 implies x N x’. 
The proof is finished if we show that f(x) and f (x’) are not equivalent. It suf- 
fices to find any continuous g : Y + [0, l] such that limsup,,, lDN] > 0 if 
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DN = $ c,“= i (g(f(xn)) - g(f(xL))). But any Urysohn function g with g(y) = 1 
if y E Z?(yo, ~/4) and g(y) = 0 if y $! B(yo, ~/2) does the job, since, by construc- 
tion, it satisfies DN = densN( T). 0 
4. DISTRIBUTION PRESERVING f ARE ALMOST CONSTANT 
Lemma 2. Given E > 0, a nonemptyfinite set I’ C N ofpositive integers and f such 
that all n, n’ E I’ and all x, xi E X satisfy d(fn(x),fn(x’)) < E or all n, n’ E I’ and 
allx, x’ E X satisfy d(fn(x),fnt(x)) < E. Then there is an f’ N Z mod C with 
Proof. First suppose d(fn(x),fn(x’)) < 2~ for all n E I’ and all x,x’ E I’. Fix an 
arbitrary x E X and putf,’ = c, = fn(x). Then indeed d(fn,fi) < 2~ for all n E I’ 
and the assertion of the lemma follows. 
Thus we may suppose that there is some no E I’ such that 
d(fn, (XI ) ,.I& (~2 1) > 2E 
for certain xi, x2 E X. This is possible only if for all x3 E X at least one of the 
relations d(fn,(x3),fn,(x1)) > E or d(fn, (x3),fn, (x2)) 2 E holds. In other words 
this means: For all x E X there exists an x’ E X with d( f”,(x), fn,(x’)) 2 E. Now 
we use the assumption of the lemma to conclude that for every x E X and every 
n’ E Z’ we have d(fn,(x),fn/(x)) < E. Thus we can fix any ni E I’ and define 
f; ==f =fn, f or a n E I’ such that the lemma is proved. 11 Cl 
Lemma 3. Let Z C N be afinite set andf, : X + Y for n E I. Define 
r = inf C d(f,,f,‘), 
?lEI 
where the injimum is iaken over all f’ N Z mod C. Let s be maximal with 
the following property: There are pairwise diferent nl, ,n,, ni, . . ,n,f E Z 
and points xl,. . . ,x,, xi,. . . ,x,’ E X such that d(fn,(xn,),fn, (XL,)) 2 E and 
d(fn,(x,,,),fn;(xn,)) 2 &for i = 1,. . ,s. Then s > f - &#I. 
Proof. Consider I’ = Z \ A \ A’ where A is the set of the n,, A’ of the n:. Since s 
is maximal, the fn, n E I’, fulfill the assumption of Lemma 2, such that there is 
an f’ = (f,‘), E t! with the properties given there. Define f,’ for n E Z \ I’ in such a 
way that f’ - Z mod C to conclude 
r I C d(fnrfnl) I 2s + C d(f,,f,‘) L 2~ + ~E#z, 
PtEI BEI’ 
yielding the claimed inequality. 0 
Lemma 4. Zf f is not almost constant module C then there is a short partition I 
with the additionalproperty limk _ 33 #Zk = 00 such that d(f, f’) > 0 for all f’ - I 
mod C. 
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Proof. By definition there is a short partition I’ from which one gets an I with 
the additional property by defining Zk = lJjk= , ,k _ , + i Z; for an appropriate se- 
quence 
0 = 10 < I, < 12 < . , , 
It is clear that I has indeed all desired properties if dk = lk - lk- 1 -+ co suf- 
ficiently slowly. q 
Lemma 5. rff is d.p. then it is almost constant mod C. 
Proof. Suppose, by contradiction, that there is a short partition I (by Lemma 4 
w.1.o.g. with #Zk + oc for k -+ WJ such that d(f,f’) > 0 for all f’ - I mod C. 
For each k E N define 
where, as in Lemma 3, the infimum is taken over all f’ - zk mod C. Hence 
&’ = limsup’ c rk > 0. 
N+oc Nk.ar<N 
Define E = &‘/8 an let S be the set of those k with rk/4 > &#Zk. It follows 
dens(l_l k E s Zk) > 0. For k E S there are, by Lemma 3, numbers Sk 2 rk/2 - 
E#Zk 2 rk/4 and Sets A , tk)A’ck) C zk consisting of pairwise different members _ 
n!k) I resp. n, ‘(k)=r(ny)), i= I,..., Sk,andxjk),x:(k)EX, i= I,..., &,suchthat 
2 & for i = 1,. ,sk. 
dens(A) > 0. Since 
Y is compact, there is a finite set of v, E Y, j = 1,. . . , t, such that for every 
y E Y there is at least onej with d(y,yj) < $. Consider the sets 
A:k) = {n E Ack) ( d(fn(XLk)),yj) < i}, 
Aj = IJ kES A?’ and A,’ = {r(n) 1 n E A,}. It follows that there is at least onej, 
with 
dens(Ai,) > 0. 
Take two sequences x,x’ on X with x,, = XL for all n $ A,,, U Ajo, 
(k) = x~ X’,ir, = x, ,,Ij 
“I 
for njk) E A,, and .x,,,(r) = x;(k) = x’(,, for n,‘(k) E Aj0. Since x’ 
“, 
can be obtained by a permutation 7r acting within the Zk and since I is a short 
partition it follows that x N x’. 
Let now g : Y --+ [0, l] be a continuous Urysohn function with g(y) = 1 if 
Q,);,) < 2 and g(y) = 0 if d(y,y,,) 2 5. Then g(.Mxn)) = g&(x:)) can fail 
only if n E A,, U A:“. In the case n E A,,, we have d(fn(xn),y,,,) < $, hence 
g(,fn(xn)) = 1. and d(f,(.yA),y,O) > 3, hence g(fn(xL)) = 0. If n’ E Ai”, with 
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n E Ajo, we get similarly g&/(x;,)) = g&(x;)) = 0 and trivially g(fn(xn)) 2 0. 
Adding up these relations for n E Ik we get 
c (g(fn(xn)) - g(f,(x;))) 2 s/c? 
n E II 
thus 
lim;u_p_ingl (dM-4) - d.M-4)) 2 dens(4,)) > 0. 
Since g : Y -+ [0, l] is continuous, this shows that f(x) and f(x’) are not 
equivalent, thus f is not d.p. Cl 
5 SHORT PARTITIONS, CESiRO MEANS AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF 
SEQUENCES 
This section contains several simple facts about the interplay of Cesaro means, 
measures, sequences and their distributions. Each of the lemmas is needed for 
the proof of the sufficiency part of our theorem and is intended to express one 
main idea of the proof. 
We introduce the following manners of speaking. We say that the sequences 
(4&V and (c$Jn E N of reals (of course the same cohcepts can be developed for 
sequences in much more general spaces) have equivalent (Cesaro) means if 
We say that they have equivalent means w.r.t. the partition I = (Zk)k E N if 
In a similar way we say that the sequences x and x’ on X are equivalent (x N x’) 
w.r.t. I = (Zk)kcN if limk,, ~(P~.J~, px~,~A) = 0. Note that this is the case if and 
only if 
for every continuous g : A’ t [0, I]. To justify this condition for given x and x’ it 
suffices to prove the above relation for all g from any convergence determining 
system. 
Furthermore we call the sequence a = (Uk)pEN or, equivalently, the induced 
partition I = I(a) short compared with another sequence a’ = (cQkEN resp. 
with the partition I’ = I’(a’), in symbols a < a’ or I < I’, if the following holds: 
For every E > 0 there exists an NE E N such that for all k 2 NE nonemptyness of 
the intersection Zk fl Z,& # 8 implies -$# < E. 
V 
Lemma 6. Given two sequences of reals CY, resp. a,‘,, n E N, with equivalent means. 
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Then there is a short partition I such that the sequences have equivalent means 
w. r. t. I. 
Proof. Lemma 1 from [W l] says the following: Ifs,, n E N, are real numbers 
such that the means $ C,“= 1 s, converge to a finite limit s, then there is a short 
partition I = (Zk)kEN with 
lim J-- C sn = s. 
k-m#zk ,,EI~ 
If we take sn = CX, - a,/, and s = 0, an application is just the assertion of our 
lemma. Cl 
Lemma 7. Suppose that the cr, and a; form bounded real sequences with equiva- 
lent means w.r.t. I = I(a) and I < I’ = I’(a’). Then they have equivalent means 
w. r. t. I’. 
Proof. Let M be an upper bound for the absolute values of the members of the 
given sequences, i.e. ICY,] 5 h4 and ICY;] < A4 for all n E N. We have to estimate 
the numbers 
for large k’. Fix k’ and define ko and kl by 
ak,, < ab!_i 5 ak,,+l < ako+2 < . . . < ak,-1 < a;, 2 ak,. 
By assumption p, (T, r + 0 if k’ -+ CO. Cl 
Lemma 8. Suppose that, for each 1 E N, I(‘) is a short partition. Then there is a 
short partition I with I(‘) < Ifor all I E N simultaneously. 
Proof. Let I(‘) = I(‘)(a(‘)) and 0 = NO < Nt < N2 < . . be a sequence with 
liml_ o. N//N/+ i = 0 such that for every I the following holds: For all 
i= l,... , I and all n 2 Nr the inequality at’ > NI implies $ < 1/Z3. We can find 
a short partition I = I(a) with 
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(0 = a0 < al < a2 < . . .} > (0 = NO < NI < N2 < . . .} 
such that for sufficiently large k and N, _ 1 5 ak- 1 < ak < Nl we have 
i < p < f. It follows that I indeed is short and satisfies I(‘) < I for each 1. 0 
Lemma 9. If x - x’ then there exists a short partition I such that x - x’ w.r. t. I. 
Proof. Let gl, I E N, be a convergence determining system of continuous func- 
tions g/ : X + [0, 11. Put & = g/(x,) and a:‘) = g/(x;). Our assumption x N x’ 
implies that for each I the sequences (c$‘)),,~~ and (c$‘))~~~ have equivalent 
means hence, by Lemma 6 w.r.t. an appropriate short partition I(‘). Since all 
sequences are bounded, Lemma 7 and Lemma 8 give us a short partition I such 
that for each I E N the sequences (oj/‘),, N and (a;“‘),, N have equivalent 
means w.r.t. I. But this is just the statement hat x - x’ w.r.t. I. 0 
6 SUFFICIENCY OF THE CONDITIONS 
The object of this final section is to show that the conditions in the theorem are 
sufficient. This will be the content of Lemma 15. To make the main ideas clear 
we again split the proof into several emmas. 
Lemma 10. For given ~1, r, r)l > 0 and x E X there exists a S > 0 such that for all 
Bore1 measures p, v on X the relation d(p, V) < 6 implies p(B(x,r)) < 
v(B(x,r+ql)) +&I. 
Proof. For an arbitrary set A let XA be the characteristic function of A, i.e. 
xA(x) = 1 if x E A and XA(X) = 0 else. Let u be a Urysohn function, i.e. 
u : X + [0, l] continuous with ~s(.\-,~) 5 u 2 x+.~+~,). 
By the uniform continuity of the functional p H J udp w.r.t. the weak topol- 
ogy there exists a S > 0 such that d(p, V) < 6 implies 1 J udp - J udv 1 < ~1. 
From this relation we immediately get 
5 xqx,r+o,)dV+E1 = v(B(x,r+rll)) t&l. 0 J 
Lemma 11. Suppose that E,E’,~],c~’ > 0, 0 5 ,l? 5 1 and a map g : Y + [0, l] 
which is (E’, v/2)-continuous are given. Then there exists a S > 0 such that for all 
N E N, for all sequences x and x’ on X and allf : X -+ Y which are (S’, &I)-con- 
tinuous the relation d(pLx,N, pL,l.~) < S implies 
with Q, = g( f (xn)) and a; = g( f (XL)). 
Proof. Since X is compact, there is a finite set of points [, E X, i = 1,. . . , s, 
such that for every x E X there is at least one of them with d(x,&) < S’/2. 
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Fix some i and use Lemma 10 with ~1 = 5, x = E, and I = 71 = 6’/2 to get a 
corresponding Si. Define S = mini, 1, ,s 6,. To prove the lemma suppose 
d(hC1,,~, pLxf,~) < S and let A be the set of those i with g(f(<i)) < /3 + n/2. By the 
conclusion of Lemma 10 d(p,, N, ~~1, N) < S implies 
~#{“id(X~,&)<6’/2}<~#{nId(X,,C)<6’}+~ 
fori= 1,. . . , s, yielding 
$ # {nIo,<P> 
5 +#{n 1 d(x,, &) < 672 for some i E A} 
< & #{n 1 d(Xi, [i) < S’ for some i E A} + & 
< _ $#{nIcv; <P+T/} +E. 0 
Lemma 12. Given E, E’, 5’ > 0 (E < 1). Suppose that g : Y 4 [0, l] is (E’, e/10)- 
continuous. Then there exists a 6 > 0 such that for all sequences x, x’ on X, for all 
N E N and for all f : X --) Y which are (8, &‘)-continuous the relation 
d(pL,, N 3 pd. N) < 6 implies 
with Q~ = g( f (xn)) and QY,: = g( f (XL)). 
Proof. W.1.o.g. we may assume 0 < ol 5 (~2 < . . . 5 aN 5 1 and 0 < oi 
5 CX; < . . . 5 a& 5 1. Fix an integer m with 4/& < m < 5/~. Let the integers n, 
and n: be defined by the relations no = n; = O,$$<cr,Iiiffn,_t <n<?Zi 
and J$ < CX,‘, 5 i iff n:_ , < n 5 n,’ for 0 < i < m, n, = n; = N. Application 
of Lemma 11 with n = e/5 and & instead of E gives us 6, such that 
d(p,,N,p,13N) <6,impliesn:_, <n,+$$andn,_i <nl+gfori= l,...,mfor 
all (S’, &‘)-continuous f. If A, denotes the set of all n with g < cr, 5 t 
and either CX~ <% or CE~ > Jj$ this yields #A, I: $$ Thus the assumption 
implies 
Hence we conclude 
Lemma 13. If f is almost equicontinuous and d(f, f’) = 0 then f’ is almost equi- 
continuous. 
Proof: For given E > 0 take S > 0 with dens( T(f, S, e/3)) < E (f almost equi- 
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continuous). Let S be the set of all n E N such that d(fn,fi) > ~/3. This defini- 
tion implies 
yielding dens(S) F :d(f, f’) = 0 by assumption, The lemma follows if we can 
show that T(f’, 6, E) C T(f, 6, c/3) u S, since this relation implies 
dens( T(f’, 6, E)) < dens( T(f, 6, ~/3)) + dens(S) < E. 
Suppose therefore n 6 T(f, 5, c/3) u S and (x,x’) < 6. We get 
UXMKX’)) i ~(f,‘(Ul(x))+~(f,(U7(x’))+~(f,(x’),f,’(x’)) 
< 2d(f,lJz) + 5 I E, 
proving the inclusion. 0 
Lemma 14. d(f, f’) = 0 implies f(x) - f’(x)fir every sequence x. 
Proof. It suffices to show lim sup, ~ o. DN 5 E for arbitrary E > 0, g : Y --) [0, l] 
continuous and 
DN = ; / n$, (g(fn(xn)) - g(f,‘(xn))) 1, 
g is uniformly continuous since Y is compact, hence there exists a 6 > 0 such 
that g is (6, &)-continuous: Let T 2 N denote the set of all n with d&,f,‘) 2 S. 
Thus, as in the previous lemma, d(f, f’) = 0 implies dens(T) = 0. We get the 
inequality 
DN 5 denSN(T) +k _E E, 
n-l,n$T 
hence lim sup, --t ~ DN 5 E, proving the lemma. 0 
Lemma 15. If f is almost equicontinuous and almost constant mod C, then f is d.p. 
Proof. Suppose x - x’. By Lemma 9 there is a short partition I with x - x’ 
w.r.t. I. Since f is assumed to be almost constant there is an f’ N I mod C with 
d(f, f’) = 0. By Lemma 14 it suffices to prove f’(x) - f’(x’). To do this we have to 
fix an arbitrary E > 0 and g : Y -+ [0, 11 continuous and to show 
A = lizlP+ ( nlEl (df’h)) - gcf’(x;))) / < E. 
Take E’ in such a way that g is (8, c/10)-continuous (uniform continuity). 
Since f is almost equicontinuous Lemma 13 gives us a S’ > 0 with 
dens(T(f’, 6’, E’)) < c/2. Let K be the set of all k E N such that for one and 
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hence for all n E 1, the mapf,’ is (S’, &‘)-continuous. Take 6 > 0 as in Lemma 12 
applied to f’ instead off and ~12 instead of E, i.e. & < ~12 for 
provided k E K is sufficiently large (x N x’). We conclude 
I! 5 dens( T(f’, 6’. E’)) + lim sup Bk < i + i = E. 0 
k+oo.kEK 
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